Beta

Access documentation on Beta features that are coming soon to general availability.

Betases different than our generally available services:

• We may make available to you a Preview, Limited Release, Alpha, Beta or other pre-release version of the service, applications, or APIs for non-production use (“Beta”).
• Betas may have limited features, functions, indexing capacity, storage, data security, data continuity, data retention or other limitations as determined by Sumo Logic.
• Sumo Logic may discontinue the Beta at any time.
• We may also decide never to make the features and functionality in Beta generally available.
• Betas (by their nature) have not been fully tested as they are still under development – and may be inoperable or incomplete, including more errors and bugs than our generally available offerings.
• Betas are offered “as is” with no warranties or indemnities.

Betases have additional terms and conditions for participation. You can opt-in to beta terms and conditions, so that you only need to agree to the terms once.

• Beta - Sources

These new features are currently in beta release.

• Cloud-to-Cloud Integration Framework

The Cloud-to-Cloud Integration Framework is a fully-managed collection system that collects logs and events directly from SaaS and Cloud platforms.

• Data Streams

Data Tiers provide tier-based pricing based on your planned usage of the data you ingest. You assign data to a Data Tier by defining a Data Stream.
• **Data Volume App**

  ![Data Volume App Logo]

  Allows you to view at a glance your Sumo Logic account's data usage volume by category, Collector, Source name, and hosts.

  ◦ Install the Data Volume App
  ◦ Data Volume App Dashboards

• **Workday**
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  The Sumo Logic App for Workday provides insights into the user account and admin activities. It provides a complete secure monitoring solution and preconfigured dashboards for visibility into login activity, user activity, and admin activity.

  ◦ Collect Logs for the Workday App
  ◦ Install the app for Workday and View Dashboards

• [Topic hierarchy](#)